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axel empire is one of the largest download portals on the web. founded in 2001, it now hosts more than half
a million file torrents, two million rss feeds, and over 1 million guides and faqs. it is also the leading torrent
site for hentai videos, offering over a million high-quality anime and manga torrents. axel empire is a very

active torrent site and serves as a valuable resource not only for watching anime online but also for
downloading anime without the hassle of hidden costs, drm, ads, and so on. yet, there are a few

outstanding issues, and the biggest one are the torrent sources themselves. if they happen to go down, the
torrents are gone for good. and that's what happened during the last few months when they implemented
some fancy "protected" torrents. the vast majority of torrents there are protected and have the annoying
message "torrent suspended. protected by vpn encrypted to require tor to use it" next to them. a typical

example is one of the best torrents for heian game dvd and heian game 1 dvd. an interesting observation is
that when i searched for the torrent for a couple of heian dvds and downloaded the torrent from within the

portal, it gave me a notice that it was "protected" and that in order to "view it" i needed to use tor to be
able to "view it". i was asked whether i wanted to "accept" the conditions or not. there's no other

explanation for why those torrents are in protected mode. perhaps the site owners are testing or something.
not sure, but it makes me pretty pissed off. i understand that people want to protect their content, but there

are enough streaming sites in existence and there are enough torrent sites for pirated content. update :
after about a year of inactivity, the torrent empire is back. the user page says that it is a new version of the

old torrent empire, but the portal itself seems to be the same as the old version with an added anime
section. the account sharing feature is gone, but it is possible to port and make account from other sites. as

of this writing, there is no album, but in the "anime" section there is a page with a list of popular anime.
note: if you notice anything weird, please let me know: service@public-files.net
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